
Heswall Dales is a remarkable public amenity, providing access to  
72 acres of undeveloped heathland with panoramic views of the  
Dee Estuary and the Welsh hills, with special fauna and flora that is  
associated with lowland heath. The area is surrounded on all sides by 
the houses of Oldfield Road, Thurstaston Road, Oldfield Drive, Pipers 
Lane and Delavor Road, but due to large gardens and tree cover it is 
soon possible after entering the nature reserve to lose sight of these 
houses and to experience a sense of isolation remarkable in such a 
developed area as Heswall. In this article we explore the history of the 
Dales to explain how they were preserved for public enjoyment and how 
this very attractive and apparently natural landscape is actually a result 
of human intervention. 

The Dales slope steeply down from Oldfield Road to Pipers Lane, 
undercut by a few deep water-worn valleys. There is only a thin layer of 
sandy soil covering the underlying red sandstone, which is frequently 
exposed to dramatic effect in the southern end where fault lines have 
created impressive sandstone cliffs. The Dales has traditionally been 
common land, owned by the Lords of the Manor of Heswall who  
permitted local inhabitants to graze their sheep and cattle there. This 
led to heather becoming the predominant flora, as other species which 
grow well on such soils such as grasses, bracken, gorse, birch and oak 
were eaten before they had a chance to grow to a large enough size 
to overshadow the heather. Constant grazing on the young shoots of 
heather encouraged regeneration of healthy new growth. The beauty 
of the views and the colour of the heather when in blossom has been 
frequently captured in early postcards, highlighting a period when this 
was a very popular destination for picnics and rambles for both locals 
and visitors from the rest of Wirral and Liverpool. 

The importance of the Dales as a good example of relatively rare 
lowland heath was recognised by its designation as a Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI) in 1979, and as a Local Nature Reserve in 
1990. However, the landscape is under threat as there is no longer 

grazing on the land, and gorse, bracken, birch and oak have taken a 
strong hold in parts, especially along the valleys where the trees are 
now dense and mature. The dramatic reduction in the rabbit population 
following the myxomatosis epidemic in the 1950s may also have played 
a role in the change of the flora. While occasional fires, such as the 
major fire in the hot summer of 1963 that consumed 150 acres of the 
Dales and surrounding land, encouraged regrowth of the heather on 
the healthy moorland, the existence of competing gorse and bracken 
would now make a fire disastrous for the remaining heather. The 
Ranger, assisted by volunteers and the Friends of the Dales, is fighting 
a constant battle to preserve at least part of the traditional heathland 
character by removing the gorse, bracken and saplings to stop the 
heather being overwhelmed. The ecology of the area is very sensitive, 
and the Friends Group have asked us to remind dog owners to place 
their dogs’ droppings in the bins provided, as these droppings over-
enrich the soil and disturb the delicate balance of the flora, as well as 
making conservation work unpleasant.

The land occupied by the Dales was owned until recent times by the 
Lords of the Manor of Heswall who derived their title from Robert of 
Rhuddlan, a Norman knight awarded extensive lands for his services 
during the Norman conquest. The Heswall Tithe map of 1859 shows 
only two buildings on this land on plots rented from the Lord of the 
Manor – at that time William Lloyd. The history of one of these  
buildings, Dale Farm, has been described by Mark Kinnish in a series  
of articles which appeared in this magazine and have now been  
published as a book available at the farm shop. The farm was reported 
to be built in 1834 by James Barlow and passed on to his son, also 
James, in the mid-1800s. In 1902 George McGrath and his family 
moved into the farm and eventually bought it at auction in 1920. There 
was a holiday cottage on the farm which generated additional income. 
It was badly damaged by bombing during the war. The farm stayed in 
the McGrath family until it was sold at auction to the local council in 
1973 After some discussion on possible uses for the farm, the site now 
provides a day service for adults with disabilities and support for adults 
with mental health needs. The service provides opportunities to learn 
life skills through the therapeutic use of horticulture within a beautiful 
setting. The original farmhouse has been rebuilt and the holiday cottage 
is now the Ranger’s office.

The other property recorded on early maps on the Dales was known 
as Kemp’s Cottage and was located at the top of Bush Way. We believe 
that the name came from William Kemp (1798–1863). Kemp was a 
butcher and lived there with his wife Jane whom he married in 1821. 
We think she was the daughter of Joseph and Edith Barlow, a very 
common surname in Heswall at the time. Many old photographs exist 
of the cottage as this was a popular subject for postcards sent from 
Heswall in the early 1900s and presumably the smallholding and c 
ommon grazing rights provided him with livestock to pursue his trade. 
William and Jane had 14 children, which must have been a tight fit 
in such a small cottage. Small  wonder that Jane died before William, 
at the age of 51. The cottage was demolished some time before the 
1950s. In 1981, 2.4 acres of the land was acquired by the council 
from ABC Builders Ltd in exchange for a plot of land in Brimstage Road. 
This part of the Dales is outside the SSSI designated area, but has 
been given the status of Special Biological Interest. No trace of the 
cottage remains although a meadow marks where it used to stand.
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The house called The Cave in Thurstaston Road has an important 
place in the history of the Dales and of Heswall itself. It was built in 
1873 on just over an acre of land purchased in 1872 by James Adam, 
who owned a successful fruit business in Liverpool. The wooded site 
was previously rented from the Lord of the Manor by Joseph Smallwood, 
who no doubt used the timber in his work as a wheelwright. He also 
owned the sandstone quarry on Telegraph Road. The house was 
designed by John Francis Doyle, who was also responsible for the new 
St Peter’s Church when the old church was badly damaged by lightning 
in a storm in 1875. The building of The Cave reflected a trend for rich 
merchants to build residences for themselves away from the polluted air 
of Liverpool, where their wealth was created. Initially such houses were 
only occupied in summer, as transport links were too difficult in winter 
before the railways were built.

The grounds of The Cave incorporated a man-made cave which had 
been linked to smuggling. Readers interested in learning more about 
smuggling and The Cave are referred to Greg Dawson’s excellent book 
on the subject Wirral Gleanings. Gradually more plots of land around The 
Cave were purchased by the Adam family and by the time the last of 
the Adam family to live in the house died in 1959, the total area of the 
grounds was about 21 acres. The house was sold at auction in September 
of the same year for £12,700 to the ‘Dales Syndicate’, a group of 20 
local residents who wanted to prevent the development of the site by 
builders. The Cave with two acres of land was sold separately, as was the 
old lodge and stables called Palfreyman, and the old gardener’s cottage 
called Cave Cottage. Some of the residents purchased further plots of 
land adjoining their gardens for additional protection.

In 1898, as the estate of William Lloyd, the Lord of the Manor, was 
being sold off, a further 22 acres of the Dales were put up for auction, 
being described as “a charming dell, so well known to all frequenters of 
Heswall” which “offers by its natural beauty a most admirable site for 
the erection of one or more fine dwelling houses of artistic style with 
beautiful and appropriate pleasure grounds and gardens. This property 
will be first offered and, if not sold, will be divided into suitable building 
plots.” We do not know who purchased the land, but fortunately it was 
maintained as a single block and not built upon; it passed eventually 
into the hands of the Rutherford family.

The Rutherford family lived in Craigiebarns in Pipers Lane, which 
appears from early maps to have been a redevelopment of a house 
called The Warrens in about 1920 by Richard Perry Rutherford. Richard 
was born in 1894 and was brought up in Clifton Road Birkenhead. 
He was the managing director of A. Rutherford & Co., shipbuilders, 
engineers and boilermakers based at the Neptune Works, Bridge 
Street, Birkenhead. As their large property backed on to the Dales, they 
obviously had a vested interest to acquire the surrounding heathland. 
He died in 1961, and in 1969 the site of the house was redeveloped 
to become Warren Way. The original sandstone pillars engraved with 

the name Craigiebarns are still visible, now marking the drive to one 
of the new houses. We do not have a picture of Craigiebarns and 
would appreciate information from any reader who may possess one. 
In 1973, Richard’s widow Lilian Margaret Rutherford sold 35 acres of 
the Dales to the council with a covenant that it should be kept as an 
open space for the public. As a historical footnote, the Rutherfords had 
interesting neighbours at Swen Tor, at that time in the 1920s one of the 
few other houses on Pipers Lane, which was an undeveloped country 
lane running between fields. James Francis Leadley Brown moved into 
Swen Tor in about 1927 with his wife Edith, who was the great-great 
niece of Jane Austen. James was the son of Leadley Brown who lived in 
Dawstone, Dawstone Road, and Edith was the daughter of John Henry 
Hubback, a corn merchant residing in Oldfield Road. Edith completed 
Jane Austen’s unfinished The Watsons in 1928 and in 1929 published 
Margaret Dashwood, a sequel to Sense and Sensibility, which received 
good reviews. Edith’s brother John Austen Hubback became the first 
Governor of Orissa in India (now called Odisha).

The council had been trying to acquire land on the Dales for many 
years. In March 1939 the newspapers reported the wish of the council 
to prevent development on the Dales and to possibly purchase the 
land, but the Second World War stopped this possibility. In 1959 the 
council informed the Dales Syndicate that they would not approve 
dividing up and fencing the Syndicate’s land holding into individual 
areas. In 1962 the Syndicate donated their land to the council to use 
for the enjoyment of the public, subject to certain covenants. Lilian 
Rutherford’s sale of her 35 acres to the council in 1973 finally enabled 
public ownership and access to most of the Dales. It is amazing that so 
much heathland has been preserved when pressure to create building 
land has been so intense. We are fortunate that generous benefactors 
who donated land and the foresight of planners who prevented 
development have provided us with such an exceptional recreational 
amenity on our doorstep.

Mention should be made of Cleaver Heath, which is situated to the 
north-west of the Dales. Once part of continuous heathland with the 
Dales, it is now owned by Cheshire Wildlife Trust and is also designated 
an SSSI. This heathland is in part of the grounds of the old Cleaver 
Sanatorium that opened in 1902 to accommodate children with  
tuberculosis, who were thought to benefit from the healthy sea breezes 
at Heswall. It reverted to an adult hospital after the children were  
evacuated at the beginning of the Second World War. The hospital 
closed in 1983 and site sold in 1988 for £2 million. The old Nurses’ 
Home remains, now much extended as Hazelwell Nursing Home. Much 
of the old hospital site has been developed for housing which now 
separates the Heath from the Dales.
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